Deep Pain Relief ™ Analgesic Lotion
Customer Comments
"I have been taking various medications for a month now due to my sciatic nerve problem. I used the "Deep
Pain Relief" lotion over the weekend and have finally gotten relief! I can't tell you how great it is to sit down
and not be feeling that 'pulsing' pain I've been feeling for over a month. (Deep Pain Relief) gave me instant
relief from pain!!" Pamela Johnson, Minneapolis, MN.
"My back has been sore for years. I've had muscle relaxants and chiropractor sessions and none of these
has worked as well as the deep pain relief has done in just a few minutes!" Vicki Andersen, MN
"I've been in sooooo much pain for way too many years! I came today in so much pain I couldn't stand it.
With the Deep Pain Relief Lotion within 5 minutes I feel soooo much better! Thank You! AM Schroeder, MN
"It was my lucky day when I met you at the…sale. I am really pleased. It (Deep Pain Relief) is the best
medicine I've found for arthritis". Margaret Revier, Bloomington, MN
"I had a headache for three days. Pain Relief [Deep Pain Relief] works within minutes also deals with
cerebral palsy in wheelchair and crutches-Wow! Michelle Goodsell
"My left knee was in pain but just seconds after the Emu [Deep Pain Relief] was put on my knee-the pain
was gone!!!" Used many ounces of Ben-Gay the day before and got no relief. Abu Mekonen
"I really feel it working…it goes deep." IM, Wisconsin
"I can feel the muscles relax. It's great!" Mary L, North Branch MN
"I had dislocated a rib early in the week. After a Chiropractic treatment I was still in a great deal of discomfort.
I tried the Emu Deep Pain Relief and immediately found it to be comforting to my aching ribs." Jennifer Stumbo, MN
"The nice lady put some lotion (Deep Pain Relief) on my neck and seconds later it (the pain) was gone.
Janie McCormick, Minnesota
Oh I forgot to tell you I had a pain in neck for 5 days (prior to that)."
"It's the only thing that's worked on my [Knee replacement] pain!" Reino Woulette, Minnesota
"I used it 5 times a day on my torn rotator cuff. Now I only have to use it once every 6 days." Pat C, Minnesota
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: Shake Well before each use.
To clean skin, apply a small amount to the affected area four times daily or as needed for pain. DO NOT bandage
or apply heat. If a rash develops discontinue use immediately. If excessive heat develops, apply a small amount of
TheraCare or DermaMagic to the area affected. DO NOT apply immediately before or immediately after a hot bath,
shower, sauna, or heat bath. Wait until skin pores close before application. AVOID intoxication or excessive use of
alcoholic beverages. If you desire additional heating, be advised that professional athletes apply a pvc (SaranTM wrap)
over the affected area after using Deep Pain Relief. To stop the heat immediately remove the wrop.
AVOID contact with the eyes or mucous membranes. Wash before contacting skin in genital areas.
Please Note This is a concentrated formulation. There is no need for over application. Apply sparingly for best
benefit and greatest value. This product is not intended to replace competent medical care. The cause for the pain
should be investigated. Additional serious injuries can occur if problems are ignored and only symptoms are treated,
and harmful activities or use of the affected area is continued. For maximum product life, store in a cool, dark area.
Do not store above 125 degrees F.

Deep Pain ReliefTM is Available in:
2 Ounce Micro Mist Sprayer- single or case of 12, and
6 Ounce Micro Mist Sprayer-single or case of 6, and
6 Ounce Flip-Top Refill Bottle-single or case of 6

